In this paper we adopt the view of auxiliary stor&g9 devices in a oomputer system-typically disks and drums -as service facilities, responding to data transmission requests from active tasks •. The enormous disparities in processing rates between the different system oompoI18nts give rise to a variety of oongestion phenomena.
Introduction
It is now nearly a cliche ! that mass storage devices, such as disks and drums are major determinants of the oa~bility of a computing facility. The truth of this is all too often brought painfully home *. A major factor in their role is the coucestion created by tasks issuing input or output requests at rates that .0000ntarily exceed these devioes rate of service, whereby queues are created.
In this paper we describe such devices and methods of using them. We then survey some of the analytical work done in order to determine their relative merits.
Throughout our disol18sion the secondary memory devices are oonsidered as stand-alone service facilities, in the sense that their only interaction with the rest of the computing system is through the arrival process of service requests. In a large, multiprogramming system this approach will normally capture the salient features of the situation, and it is these systems which are in allY case the more important to analyse and understand.
Thus we disregard the effects of the finite task population of the system, channel contention, main memory lo~outs and sundry secondary factors. Section 2 describes two important generic types of mass memory devices and policies of utilising them. Section 3 summarizes the results of published analyses of these policies. Seotion4·· speculates on open problems.
* Recently a drum in the lIT Computing Center was temporarily incapacitated.
Its duties were shouldered on d~ units, to a concommitant decrease of 40% in throughput.
Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0078 -1976 -3 The simplest to implement is, naturally, servioe in the order of arrival, FeFS. This obviously means that the latency times (see Fig. 2 ) will be con siderable. Another method! tries to improve performance in this respect by switching to th~ head which bas a request outstanding for 1t with the shortest , latency tile. The implementation requires maintaining numerous request lists and usually position sensing as well. This policy is called SLTF.
When the inter-sector gap is too short to affect sritching between different heads, a "precessing drum scheme" i.s used, according tp which, when transmis sion of a sector is completed, switching may be done to the M-th following sector, if there is a field with an outstanding request for it «N,M)-1).
In certain IBM systems that use a t'lrum as a filing device p the following method of using it is employed: instead of treatiDg the requests one at a time, the drum controller chains all the requests that exist over some pre \ determined period, and only when they are all completed, the CPU is apprised of it. This saves CPU interruptions and handling and promotes the importance of scheduliDg algorithms that minimize the total service time of a batch, rather than the average delay of a single request. Such algorithms are " described by S.R. F\11ler [14-16J• MAGNETIC DISK -This is perhaps the most common format now used for mass stor age. Fig. 3 shows a typical "disk pack". Systems with low storage'require ment sometimes use a device with a single disc (Which is commonly called cartridge disk) and systems with very large storage requirements would employ multiple pack ~tB.
A disk pac~ is a stack of disks, coated with a magnetic recording material,
usually on both eides. Each surface is fitted with a read/write head; the head can move along a radius of the disk. When the head is stationary and the disk turns on its axis, one "track" can be accessedo Normally, all the heads are mounted on one rigid arm~ 'The tracks that are accessible from one position of the arm comprise a cylinder. There is a considerable similarity between a ,cylinder with the arm positioned for it, and a drulIl. Thus we have a family of c~l drums which can be alternatively accessed by moving the arm.
Since we have an additional degree of freedom over the drum, the timing diagram is accordingly more complicated (see Fig. 4 ). Bealistically, it is somewhat mis leading, since the number of cylinders in a disk is usually quite large in compar ison with acceptable cpeue sizes, and this me&1\S that nearly always, once a cylin der was reached, there is just one request for it, and hence no queueing II phase, and thus not much can be done about reducing the rotational latency (see [13J though for.ome disoussion of this point).
Considerable effort was invested however, in devising stratagems to minimize seek times and hence also the queueing pDase, whioh i8 substantial under FCFS.
SS'l'F -corresponds to SLTF, and produoes short seeks, on the average. . . 
